
 

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL AND REGULATION COMMITTEE
A report by the Executive Director for Economy and Infrastructure

_____________________________________________________________________

Application Reference No. 1/20/9013

Application Type: Full Planning Permission

Proposal: Extensions to Unit B, remedial work to existing roof,  c/w re-
cladding of existing site walls.

Location: North West Recycling, Unit B, Kingmoor Park, Rockcliffe Estate, 
Carlisle, CA6 4RW

Applicant: North West Recycling

Date Valid: 19 October 2020

Reason for Committee Level Decision: Objections received 
_____________________________________________________________________

1.0 RECOMMENDATION

1.1 That Planning Permission is Granted Subject to Conditions set out in Appendix 1 
to this report.

2.0 THE PROPOSAL

2.1 Planning permission is sought to extend, undertake remedial work to the existing 
roof and reclad the existing walls of Unit B, Kingmoor Park, Rockcliffe Estate, 
Carlisle, CA6 4RW

2.2 At present Unit B houses waste processing equipment to produce a Solid 
Recovered Fuel (“SRF”).  Associated with this is a waste reception area and an 
area for the finished product and other storage.  The current arrangement is 
limited by space and access / circulation areas for wagons and mobile plant.  

2.3 North West Recycling are seeking permission to approximately double the 
floorspace of Unit B.  This would comprise a roughly L shaped extension. It 
would create a waste reception hall in front of the western elevation to the 
existing building and would wrap around the southern elevation to provide an 
area to relocate the machinery that forms the SRF process line.  This would 
release circulation and storage space within the existing building.  The extension 
would improve safety and efficiency of the operation but more importantly would 
make it easier to accommodate the requirements of the Environmental Permit 
and the Fire Prevention Plan.  Vehicles removing SRF would use the existing 
access road to the north of the building, enter existing doors at the back (eastern 
elevation) and exit via the new waste reception hall at the front. The application 
does not propose any new processes that are not already carried out, nor 
increase the throughput of the operation.     

2.4 The waste reception hall would be 45m wide x 75m long and 9m to the eaves 
and 13m to the ridge of the roof.  It would be a steel framed portal style building 
and would be taller than the existing building to accommodate waste handling 
plant and articulated tipping wagons. Typically, two articulated tipper lorries 
replace three rigid body trucks.  The extension to the south which would 
accommodate the SRF process line would be approximately 22m wide x 90m 



 

long.  In addition, as part of this proposal the entire roof of Unit B would be 
replaced resulting in 6 parallel ridged roofs just over 8m high to the ridge.  To 
accommodate the waste reception hall a small building / workshop would be 
demolished and an area of rough grass would be lost to the development.  The 
recladding of the building would remove the existing dilapidated cement bonded 
sheets and replace them with profiled metal sheets to match the materials 
proposed for the extension to the building.  

2.5 The proposal would not increase the throughput or capacity of North West 
Recycling’s operations across unit A & B.  This is controlled by the 
Environmental Permit issued by the Environment Agency and limited to 150,000 
tonnes per annum.  The only materials handled at unit B are residual wastes that 
have already been processed to remove valuable recyclable materials.  Some of 
this processing is undertaken by North West Recycling in unit A and the 
remainder delivered directly by other recycling companies.  

3.0 SITE DESCRIPTION

3.1 The application site is located towards the rear of Rockcliffe Estate, which was 
part of RAF Carlisle and the 14th Maintenance Unit (14MU).  14MU consisted of 
various industrial type buildings used for the storage and maintenance of 
equipment and associated office / administration buildings across a number of 
sites to the north of Carlisle.   After the closure of 14MU, Carlisle City Council 
granted planning permission for B2 & B8 use of the site without restrictions on 
operating hours or intensity of use.  The Rockcliffe Estate is now a mixed-use 
estate containing both industrial and office based businesses and 
accommodates two other waste related companies.  Northwest Recycling 
operates from 3 areas of the estate linked by internal roadways.  These are two 
buildings known as unit A and unit B and an area of open hardstanding used for 
inert waste recycling known as site K. Unit A operates under one planning 
permission and unit B & site K operate under a different planning permission.  
The company’s head office and associated staff parking are also on the estate.

3.2 Unit B itself is an older style of industrial building measuring 65m wide x 90m 
long x 8.3m high. It is constructed partially of brick and clad in cement bonded 
fibre sheets. The cladding is in a variable state of repair.  The roof comprises five 
parallel monitor style clerestory roofs.

3.3 The estate is accessed via the C1015 from the north of the site or the C1016 
from the south.  Both lead to the A689.  

3.4 The site is just over 600m from the River Eden, which is designated as both a 
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and Special area of Conservation (SAC) 
thus afforded the highest level of protection in law.  The Eden drains into the 
recently designated Solway Coast Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ), which 
extends up to the mean high water mark of the Eden so is also just over 600m 
from the site. The MCZ designation was confirmed in May 2019. 

3.5 The nearest residential properties are at Bank End Farm 180m to the south of 
Unit B; Crookdyke farm 420m to the North of Unit B; and Moss View & Melldrun 
House which are around 460m to the North of Unit B.  Rockcliffe village is 
approximately 800m to the north west of Unit B.  To a greater extent the 
Rockcliffe Estate is screened from Rockliffe Village itself by topography, mature 
trees and hedges.  The farms and nearest houses are less well screened.



 

3.6 The proposed development site is in a landscape categorised by the Cumbria 
Landscape Character Guidance and Toolkit (CLCGT) as 5d – Lowland Urban 
Fringe. This landscape type in this broad area is characterised by long term 
urban influences on agricultural land.  Immediately to the west of the site, the 
CLCGT categorised the land as 2C – Coastal Margins – Coastal Plain, which is 
characterised as being “flat and slightly undulating coastal plain.” 

3.7 The Solway Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty is around 650m to the 
east of the site. The site is within the potential Visual Impact Zone of Hadrian’s 
Wall World Heritage Site (WHS).  At its closest, the WHS is around 2km to the 
south west of the site.  The nearest listed building is a grade II listed farmhouse 
at Becklands over 600m to the North of the site.

4.0 SITE PLANNING HISTORY

4.1 Conditional planning permission for Unit A was granted on 19 March 2009 (ref 
1/09/9002) for a change of use from an industrial building (B8 use) to the 
development and operation of a materials recycling facility to enable the sorting 
and recycling of waste materials (sui generis use). Planning permission for waste 
management operations in unit B and on site K was granted on 17 February 
2016 (ref 1/15/9006).  On 8 December 2017, planning permission was granted 
for the installation of a biomass fuelled boiler and drying plant along the northern 
elevation of unit B (ref 1/17/9014).  The planning permission for the boiler and 
drying plant has not been implemented and is no longer a part of the businesses’ 
plans.   

4.2 Planning permission reference 1/17/9018 & 1/17/9019 were granted on 30 May 
2018.  These allowed working within the two buildings between 07.00 & 22.45 on 
weekdays for a 12-month trial period.  With no evidence put forward that these 
changes had an adverse impact on residential amenity, the changes were made 
permanent by planning permission reference 1/19/9005 & 1/19/9006  

5.0 CONSULTATIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS

5.1 Carlisle City Council Planning Department have not responded to the 
consultation.  

5.2 Rockcliffe Parish Council makes a number of points.  These include: questioning 
the nature and the source of the waste; colour of the cladding; exterior lighting; 
lack of landscaping proposals; noise; traffic generated by the number of 
employees and shift pattern; hours of operation; vehicle routing and numbers 
and relationship to the Hespin Wood site; litter; odour & dust; and flood risk.  The 
representation concludes questioning the suitability of the site due to its rural 
location, proximity to homes and poor road access and should be assessed 
alongside other development planned for the estate.   

5.3 Kingmoor Parish Council comment that they presume that the application relates 
to future plans from Waste Knott Energy to develop a facility at the site. They 
express concerns that increasing the size of the building will increase capacity 
and thus the number of lorries on the road.  They note that there is a sign 
(erected by the applicant) outside the site signing lorries to turn left, towards 
Kingmoor, rather than right towards Rockcliffe.  They request this is removed so 
that the burden of traffic could be shared either way. This is because they 
consider the road infrastructure to be inadequate with no verge or footway and 
that it forms part of national cycle route.  Finally, they call for the Highways 



 

Authority to undertake an assessment of the road at the point that it passes over 
the culvert to the river.    

5.4 CCC Highway Authority: comment “In accordance with the Cumbria 
Development Design Guide it is recommended a development of over 4000m2 
(use class B2) requires that a Transport Assessment (TA) and Travel Plan (TP) 
be undertaken by the applicant. As such it is expected that the applicant 
undertake a TA/TP to determine if the proposed development will have a 
detrimental effect on highway safety in the vicinity. The TA/TP is to be produced 
and submitted to the Local Planning Authority for further assessment. The TA/TP 
should consider any other increase of traffic movement to and from the Industrial 
Estate that this extension and associated site within the Industrial Estate may 
influence.”  And request more information. 

5.5 CCC Lead Local Flood Authority requested additional information in relation to 
the drainage strategy.  This was provided and the LLFA concluded “the details of 
the drainage network supplied by the applicant are acceptable to the LLFA. As 
such no objections are raised with regards to the approval of planning 
permission” and requested a condition requiring a surfacewater management 
plan to cover the construction phase.

5.6 CCC Ecology consultee commented that there was not enough information to 
assess whether the development posed any risk to protected sites.  Further 
information was supplied by the applicant, to which the following response was 
received “I have formed the opinion, based upon understand the nature of 
activities at the site (which take place inside buildings), the materials being 
handled and the Surface Water Management that there is really no obvious risk 
in terms of discharges from the site.  Bringing the reception and handling areas 
inside new buildings will result in betterment of any surface water quality. In 
relation to nearby sensitive ecological receptors (the River Eden and Tributaries 
SSSI, River Eden SAC, Upper Solway Flats and Marshes Ramsar, Solway Firth 
MCZ), I can find no reason to think that there will be any adverse effects.” The 
final response recommends a condition to require a modest landscaping 
scheme.

5.7 Cumbria Fire and Rescue are satisfied the access to the site and water supplies, 
thus have no objection. 

5.8 Carlisle City Council - Environmental Health:  raise concerns about dust, noise, 
pests and odour.  They also note that “As this site is former MOD land in addition 
to other potential contaminants there is potential for unexploded ordnance to be 
present and/ or radiation.” and suggest planning conditions relating to site 
investigation. 

5.9 Environment Agency has no objections and consider the need for full 
contaminated land investigation to be too onerous so recommend a condition 
requiring that any “contamination not previously identified is found to be present 
at the site then no further development (unless otherwise agreed in writing with 
the local planning authority) shall be carried out until a remediation strategy 
detailing how this contamination will be dealt with …”   They also recommend 
that the applicant contacts them to discuss the impact on the Environmental 
Permit.

5.10 Mrs Val Tarbitt, the local member for Longtown, has been consulted but has not 



 

commented.  Rockcliffe Parish Council

5.11 Mr Trevor Allison, the local member for Dalston and Burgh has been consulted 
but has not commented.  For clarity, the redline boundary for this application is 
wholly within Mrs Tarbitt’s division, but part of the site in the applicant’s control is 
in Mr Allison’s division. 

5.12 Three representations have been received from the local community. Two of 
these are substantially the same.  These raise issues relating to: an increase in 
vehicles; origins of waste; vehicular access to the site (although these comments 
seem to confuse the access from the highway on to the Industrial Estate with 
access to Unit B from the un-adopted roads of the industrial estate); litter; dust; 
flooding; odour; whether the doors of the building would be openned or closed 
automatically, loss of “Quarantine Area B” (an area marked on the existing plans, 
but unrelated to the planning permissions); waste hierarchy; carbon footprint, 
including heating of the building, lack of detail of thermal insulation, lack of detail 
of rainwater harvesting) drainage details; impact on the river Eden; Fire 
management and a lack of faith that the applicant will comply with planning 
conditions.  

5.13 The third representation states:  “Due to the scale of the development and the 
fact that effects on the existing permits for site operations have not apparently 
been submitted to the Environment Agency for approval, is it not appropriate to 
postpone consideration of this application until the applicant can produce the 
essential documentation required for control of; Dust Large increase of nightime 
Floodlighting of the site Noise Increased Traffic to and from the site Vermin 
Control Odour Control As usual with this applicant, there is a lack of reasoning 
for extending the hours without submitting an amount of increase in waste to be 
handled, traffic to handle the waste and the resultant effect on their proposed 
operations on the environment and the local Community of Rockcliffe. In 
addition, could it be confirmed that other interested parties in this development 
have been consulted as there is no indication that they have e.g Sustrans 
(existing National cycle routes pass the site) Solway AONB (Impact on adjacent 
R Eden SSSI) Solway Firth Partnership Wildlife Trust (floodlight and noise 
pollution) JNCC. R. Eden Protected Fisheries Zone and Designated Special Area 
of Conservation”  The same individual made a further representation: “Following 
further submissions after I posted my comments, there are other issues 
concerning the CCC Minerals and Waste Plan (CCCMWP), September 2016 
which has formed the basis for passing development applications in recent 
years. In May 2019, the Solway Firth Marine Conservation Zone (SFMCZ) was 
introduced and extended to within 120 metres of the Kingmoor (Rockcliffe) light 
industrial site (KRLIE). I attach 2 documents on the SFMCZ which fully describe 
its importance and the relevance to this development planning application by 
NWR Ltd. The CCCMWP does not appear to include consideration of the 
SFMCZ. Furthermore, the CCC Highways Department had concerns in the 
CCCMWP on the amount of HGV traffic on the C classified roads to and from the 
KRLIS in its submission. If it had concerns in 2016 about the KRLIS HGV traffic, 
incidentally enough reason to dismiss the Heathlands Site as a waste facility, 
then surely it cannot support any future development which will add another 2/3 
of HGV traffic to and from the site. Both sites would use the same C classified 
access roads. With all the other substantiated areas submitted by consultees for 
rejecting this latest development application, rejection is clearly justified.“.



 

6.0 PLANNING POLICY

6.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 provides that 
planning applications must be determined in accordance with the development 
plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. Government policy is a 
material consideration that must be given appropriate weight in the decision-
making process.

6.2 The Cumbria Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2015-2030 was formally adopted 
on 6 September 2017. The key policies relevant to the determination of this 
planning application are considered to be: 

 Policy SP1 - Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
 Policy SP2 - Provision for Waste
 Policy SP3 - Waste Capacity
 Policy SP13 - Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation
 Policy SP15 - Environmental Assets
 Policy DC1 - Traffic and Transport
 Policy DC2 - General Criteria
 Policy DC3 - Noise
 Policy DC5 - Dust
 Policy DC6 - Cumulative Environmental Impacts
 Policy DC9 - Criteria for Waste Management Facilities
 Policy DC16 - Biodiversity and Geodiversity
 Policy DC18 - Landscape and Visual Impact
 Policy DC19 - Flood Risk
 Policy DC20 - The Water Environment
 Policy SAP2 - Waste treatment and management facilities

6.3 The following policies of the  Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030 (CDLP) - 
adopted 8 November 2016. Are considered relevant

 SP1 – Sustainable Development.
 SP8 - Green and Blue Infrastructure.
 EC2 – Primary Employment Areas.
 IP2 – Transport and Development.
 CC3 - Energy Conservation, Efficiency & Resilience.
 CC4 – Flood Risk and Development.
 CC5 – Surface water Management & Sustainable Drainage Systems.
 CM5 – Environmental and Amenity Protection
 HE1 – Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site
 GI1 – Landscapes
 GI2 – Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
 GI3 – Biodiversity & Geodiversity

6.4 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in a revised and 
updated form in February 2019. The national online Planning Practice Guidance 
(PPG) suite was launched in March 2014 and is continually updated. Both are 
material considerations in the determination of planning applications. 

6.5 The National Planning Policy for Waste (NPPW), published on 16 October 2014, 
has also been taken into account.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/5/part/3/crossheading/development-plan
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/5/contents
http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/planning-environment/policy/minerals_waste/MWLP/home.asp
http://www.carlisle.gov.uk/planning-policy/Adopted-Plans/Carlisle-District-Local-Plan-2015-2030
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/policy/
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/364759/141015_National_Planning_Policy_for_Waste.pdf


 

7.0 PLANNING ASSESSMENT

7.1 The site processes residual waste to produce SRF.  This is a waste recovery 
operation and no waste disposal is directly undertaken at the site.  It therefore 
falls outside of any class of EIA development.

7.2 In considering this proposal, it is critical to understand that it would not result in 
any changes to the amount of traffic or processes already undertaken at the site.  
Whilst another organisation (Waste Knott Energy) has entered pre-application 
discussions for development elsewhere on the estate and has presented their 
plans to the Parish Council and other stakeholders, this application has not come 
forward to date and there is no guarantee that it will or that if it does that it will be 
on the basis of the pre-application discussions held.  It follows that I cannot take 
account of any impact that this potential development might or might not have on 
this proposal.  Any cumulative impact as a result of a future application will be 
considered when that application is made.  

7.3 The key planning issues relevant to the proposed schemes are considered to be:

Would this development generate more traffic?

7.4 Traffic associated with this development is perceived to be a key issue.  There 
are no existing planning controls or limitations on the amount of traffic that can 
visit North West Recycling’s premises or other businesses on the estate. 
However, the environmental permit for the site limits the amount of waste to 
150,000 tonnes per annum (in total for both units A & B).  The applicant has 
confirmed that they operate close to this limit so this development in and of itself 
would not generate any additional heavy vehicle movements over and above 
those that already occurring.  As no additional traffic will be generated, I do not 
consider the proposal conflicts with CDLP policy IP2 – Transport and 
development.

7.5 I have discussed the request for a transport  assessment and travel plan with the 
Highway authority.  They indicated that their recomednation is based on the area 
of new floor space created which assumes that such an increase would result in 
an increase in traffic.  As this is not the case, I consider it to be disproportionate 
to ask for such a study at this time.  I also note the Applicant’s fall-back position 
is to simply carry on as they do at the present time. 

7.6 With respect to the views of the parish councils, both are concerned about traffic 
already generated by this site and traffic that may be generated in the future. 
Both would rather that the traffic was directed toward the other. Whilst I 
understand and I am sympathetic to these views, I cannot take account of traffic 
that may or may not be generated in the future.  As there would be no increase 
in traffic as a result of this application, I cannot attach any weight to these 
comments.

7.7 Policy DC1 of the CMWLP relates to traffic and transport.  This indicates that 
they should be located where they are well related to the strategic route network 
and where they minimise waste road miles where practicable.  In this case, the 
site is well related to the strategic network as it is less than 4.5km from Junction 
44 of the M6 when accessed via the C1015 to the north of the site and is 3.2km 
from the A689 via the C1016 to the south.  

7.8 With respect to waste road miles, although the planning authority is obliged to 



 

plan for net self-sufficiency in waste management within Cumbria, overall, in 
practice, it cannot dictate where waste material comes from or goes to.  Without 
the (existing) facility at unit B, residual waste generated by the removal of 
recyclable materials from the commercial and industrial waste brought into unit A 
is likely to be disposed of to landfill / incineration or hauled further afield to be 
recovered into SRF elsewhere.  Assuming that these residues were to be 
disposed of at the nearest site (Hespin Wood is around 2½ miles away) the 
processing and recovery of waste within unit B represents a reduction in “waste 
miles”. I therefore consider the proposal complies with CMWLP policy DC1 – 
traffic and transport. I also consider that this proposal is in accordance with 
CMWLP policy SP2 – Provision of waste which addresses net self-sufficiency 
and management of waste as close to source as possible to minimise waste 
miles. Finally, with respect to CMWLP policy SP3 – Waste Capacity, I consider 
the proposal broadly conforms with the intention of the policy to allow 
development on unallocated sites where opportunities arise that were not 
anticipated by the CMWLP.  This is because unit B is adjacent to one of the 
principle sources of residual waste that it manages and contributes to an 
integrated network of waste management facilities.  Similarly, the reduction in 
waste road miles is supported by CMWLP policy SP13 – Climate Change.   
However, I do not attach much weight to either of these policies as the 
application is simply an extension of the building rather than establishing the 
principle of the use of an unallocated site to produce SRF from residual waste.      

Would this development have an environmental impact over and above that 
already permitted?

7.9 Various issues relating to nuisance / environmental impact have been raised by 
the City Council Environmental Health Office, Rockcliffe Parish Council and 
members of the community.  I have raised these with the applicant, who has in 
response supplied additional documentation.  This includes the noise 
assessment undertaken in relation to the previous applications for the extension 
of working hours (ref 1/17/9018).  This report has previously been accepted as 
demonstrating compliance with the requirements of CMWLP policy DC3.  I am 
not aware of any developments or other reasons that would substantially alter 
the sensitivity of the area to noise or the general conclusion of the report that 
activity at the site would not create a noise issue.  I also expect that the 
refurbishment of the existing building is more likely to result in a reduction of 
noise from the process than an increase. 

7.10 I have also considered the complaints that have been received in recent years 
about the site.  The North West Recycling’s operations are already subject to a 
condition that obliges them to record and investigate complaints.   The only 
complaints that I am aware of relate to litter and traffic/ transport.  No complaints 
relating to noise have been received.       

7.11 With respect to the other environmental issues, the applicant also sent a copy of 
their Environmental Management System (EMS), which forms part of the 
Environmental Permit for the site.   This is a comprehensive (76 page) document 
that looks at the environmental risks posed by the site.  It includes assessment 
and procedures relating to control of dust, mud and debris on roads, litter, noise 
& vibration, odour, pests, contaminated run off and drainage raised.  It also sets 
out procedures for waste handling, storage limits and daily inspection of the site.     

7.12 I note the contents of Paragraph 183 of the NPPF (revised February 2019) which 



 

states “The focus of planning policies and decisions should be on whether 
proposed development is an acceptable use of land, rather than the control of 
processes or emissions (where these are subject to separate pollution control 
regimes). Planning decisions should assume that these regimes will operate 
effectively”   

7.13 As the application relates to changes to the building and does not propose 
changes to the activities within it, I am of the opinion that the risk assessments 
and control measures set out in the EMS meet the requirement of CMWLP 
policy DC2 that requires assessments of the impacts of proposals on the natural 
and historic environment or human health to be undertaken.  Furthermore, I have 
no other reason to think that there would be adverse impacts on local air quality, 
public rights of way or ground stability. So I also consider the policy complies 
with the requirements of CDLP policy CM5 – Environmental and Amenity 
Protection.   Similarly, the recladding of the building would serve to reduce the 
risk of fugitive dust emissions, which are also covered by the EMS.  I am 
therefore satisfied that CMWLP policy DC 5 – Dust is complied with. 

7.14 The recovery of residual waste (and its diversion from landfill) also represents a 
significant carbon reduction, thus complies with this policy, although as this 
application would not increase the quantity of carbon reduction, I attach little 
weight to this benefit. I therefore conclude that the proposed extension of the 
building will not lead to any changes to emissions or additional impacts that have 
not been previously considered acceptable or are directly regulated by the 
Environmental Permit.  

7.15 The representations all voiced concerns about the risk of contaminated runoff 
from the site adversely impacting the River Eden SAC and the Solway Firth 
MCZ.  The applicant has prepared a comprehensive drainage strategy.  In 
essence this results in surface water runoff being directed to below ground 
attenuation tanks that limit the maximum flow during storm events.  Furthermore, 
an additional hydrocarbon interceptor is proposed between the tanks and the 
discharge point. There would also be a reduction in the outside storage of 
materials with all of the waste being contained within the building.  Some of the 
existing drains that have had little attention since they were installed by the RAF 
will be decommissioned or upgraded to a modern standard.   All of the internal 
(foul) drainage is directed to a small treatment plant on the estate.  It is 
understood that separate permission has been obtained to replace this treatment 
plant with a new pumping station and private rising main which would join the 
public sewer at Rockcliffe. Both the County Council as lead local flood authority 
and our ecological advisor are satisfied with this aspect of the proposal. I 
therefore consider the proposal complies with CMWLP policy DC16 – 
Biodiversity and Geodiversity and the similar policy of the CDLP (policy SP8 – 
Green and Blue Infrastructure & GI3 – Biodiversity and Geodiversity) as I do not 
consider there to be any potential impacts on important biodiversity or any 
functional ecological or green infrastructure networks. I also consider it to meet 
the requirements of CMWLP  policies DC19 & DC20 and CDLP policies CC4 
and CC5 all of which relate to Flood risk and the Water Environment. 

Would the development have an unacceptable visual impact or affect 
designated landscapes? 

7.16 It appears that little beyond essential maintenance has been done to unit B since 
it was originally built for the RAF. Although it remains functionally weather tight 



 

and capable of use it has a generally poor appearance with the existing roof and 
cement bonded cladding being covered in moss.  However, as it lies at the back 
of the estate, views from public viewpoints are limited.  Views from private 
homes are also limited.  From the south views form Bankend farm are generally 
foiled by topography and the landscaping bund around site K and from the north 
agricultural buildings block views from Crookdyke farmhouse itself and Unit C 
obscures views of unit B from from the two properties at Meldrun House.  The 
local topography means that the estate cannot be seen from Rockcliffe or the 
C1015 and there are only fleeting views of part of the building from the C1016, 
immediately adjacent to the entrance to the estate.  Views at this location are 
dominated by Unit A.  Up close, the current building is quite dilapidated and 
modern profiled metal sheet cladding of the extensions and the existing building 
will give a more uniform and modern appearance.  Whilst I acknowledge that the 
waste reception hall will be the tallest building on the estate and parts of it will be 
visible from outside the site, it would be in the context of other industrial buildings 
and visually amongst electricity pylons and flood lighting towers associated with 
the Kingmoor Marshalling railway yard. I consider the visual impact acceptable.  

7.17 The Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and Toolkit (CLCGT) classes the 
area as being “Lowland Urban Fringe”. This is a broadly pastoral landscape with 
strong modern influences.  There are no particularly sensitive characteristics 
from this landscape class that would be affected by this development as it is 
industrial type development on an established industrial estate and does not 
encroach any further into the open countryside. I consider this to comply with 
CDLP policy GI1 – Landscapes.  However, there is an opportunity to request 
some hedge and tree planting as a landscaping scheme that could continue the 
existing landscaping round site K.  

7.18 Although the site is within the potential visual impact zone of Hadrian’s Wall 
World Heritage Site it would not be visible from the World Heritage Site itself, so 
does not conflict with CDLP policy HE1. It would also not be visible from the 
Solway Coast Area of Natural Beauty due to topography and screening by other 
buildings on the Rockcliffe estate.  I therefore conclude that there is no impact 
on designated landscapes, so conforms to CDLP policy GI2. 

7.19 For these reasons, I consider the development conforms with CMWLP policy 
DC18 – Landscape and visual impact. 

Lighting  

7.20 It is unclear where comments relating to an increase in floodlighting of the 
building have originated.  There is no information in the application to suggest 
that there would be and the applicant has commented that there is existing 
lighting, primarily for safety purposes and as operations are confined to the 
building there is no need or proposals for additional lighting.   However, should 
planning permission be granted I propose a condition requiring any additional 
external lighting be agreed in writing before being commissioned.    

Would the development comply with other planning policies? 

7.21 With respect to other relevant policies, for the reasons set out above I consider 
the policy complies with CMWLP policy SP15 – Environmental Designations, as 
there would be negligible impact on designated landscapes, heritage and 
environmental aspects caused by the extension of the building. 



 

7.22 CMWLP policy DC6 requires the cumulative impacts of mineral and waste 
developments to be considered in relation to the other land uses in the area.  
Whilst I acknowledge the concerns expressed by the local community about the 
cumulative impacts from this business already and the potential impacts of 
subsequent development, this application in and of itself would not increase the 
impact from traffic or any impacts on environmental amenity, over and above 
those already permitted.  I therefore conclude that the proposed extension to the 
building complies with this policy.   

7.23 CMWLP Policy SAP2 lists specific locations and broader areas that have been 
specifically identified as being suitable for the development of waste 
management facilities. These are all established industrial estates/ areas 
including some nearby at Kingmoor Park East.   This site is not listed so should 
be tested against CMWLP Policy DC9 – Criteria for waste management facilities. 
This states: “Proposals for waste management facilities for all waste streams 
excluding radioactive, will be permitted subject to the locational and other criteria 
set out in the table below.”  With respect to waste transfer facilities the policy 
sets out that “…existing or planned industrial estates; or existing waste 
management sites” are suitable “If [there are] no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other sensitive land uses, and no unacceptable 
impacts on landscape”. As noted above, I cannot identify any unacceptable 
impacts from the proposed extension and it follows that as development on an 
existing industrial estate as part of an existing waste management facility I 
consider the proposal is supported by this policy.

7.24 The Rockcliffe Estate is considered to be a Primary Employment Area as set out 
in the CDLP.  Policy EC2 – Primary Employment Areas sets out that these areas 
are suitable for B1, B2 & B8 type uses and notes that Sui Generis uses (such as 
this) may also be appropriate providing “that there would be no significant 
adverse impacts on existing or proposed adjoining uses” I do not believe that this 
development would do so, thus consider it acceptable in the terms of this policy. 

7.25 Finally, in considering all the above, I conclude that the proposed development 
represents sustainable development as set out by Policy SP1 of both the 
CMWLP and CDLP.  

How should the risks posed by potential contaminated land be managed? 

7.26 As the site is former MOD land there is potential for contamination and 
unexploded ordnance.  Carlisle City Council suggest that a full site investigation 
in accordance with DEFRA and the Environment Agency’s Land Contamination:  
Risk Management (LCRM) based on ‘Model Procedures for the Management of 
Land Contamination, CLR 11.  The Environment Agency note that whilst a site 
specific investigation is normally required for development they consider the 
contaminated land condition would be too onerous for the work proposed as 
there may be no / minimal disturbance and suggest a different condition.  The 
proposed condition requires development to be halted should contamination be 
identified and a remediation strategy developed and approved as required.  As 
much of the area that would be covered by this development is existing 
hardstanding, I am inclined to agree with the Environment Agency’s pragmatic 
approach to the risk to contamination at this site. 

8.0   CONCLUSION



 

8.1 As this proposal does not increase the throughput of the site, it is neutral with 
respect to impact of traffic associated with the wider business.  The proposals 
represent a significant investment in the infrastructure of this business and the 
improvements to the management of surface and foul drainage represent a 
significant improvement over the status quo. Whilst it is arguable that this 
investment would probably not be happening if it was not advantageous to the 
business that is not a reason to refuse this application.  If plans for growth come 
to fruition, any development associated with them will be considered through the 
planning process in the normal way and any cumulative impacts and anticipated 
impacts from additional traffic would be dealt with at that time. 

8.2 In summary, I consider that the proposed extension and refurbishment of the 
building is in accordance with the development plan.  I have not identified any 
material considerations that indicate the decision should be made otherwise and 
with the planning conditions proposed, any potential harm would reasonably by 
mitigated.  I therefore recommended that this application be granted subject to 
conditions.

Human Rights

8.3 The proposal may have a limited impact on the visual and environmental 
amenity of the area.  Any impacts on the rights of local property owners to a 
private and family life and peaceful enjoyment of their possessions (Article 8 and 
Article 1 of Protocol 1 of the Human Rights Act 1998) are minimal and 
proportionate to the wider social and economic interests of the community.

Angela Jones
Executive Director for Economy and Infrastructure

Contact: Mr David Hughes

Electoral Division Identification: Longtown ED – Mrs V Tarbitt



 

Appendix 1
Ref No. 1/20/9013

Development Control and Regulation Committee – 

Commencement of Development

1 The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration 
of three years from the date of this permission 

Reaso
n

To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase 
Act 2004.

Approved Scheme

2 The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved 
documents, hereinafter referred to as the approved scheme. The 
approved scheme shall comprise the following: 

a) The submitted Application Form – dated 15 /10/2020
b) Design and Access Statement & Flood Risk Assessment Dated 

October 2020
c) Lorry routeing agreement – dated 4 August 2009
e) Drainage Strategy Statement – Revision A prepared by A L 

Daines & Partners dated Jan 2021
f) Assessment of Environmental Noise prepared by Cirrus 

Environmental Solutions dated 4 October 2018
g)  Complaints procedure revision 1.1 dated July 2018
h) Plans numbered:

i. J9483-PROP SBP-02 – Proposed Site Block Plan
ii. J9483 – ELEVATIONS 2 – Proposed Building Elevations
iii. 21-C-15989/01 – Proposed Drainage Plan

i) This Decision Notice

Reaso
n

To ensure the development is carried out to an approved appropriate 
standard and to avoid confusion as to what comprises the approved 
scheme.

Surface Water Management during construction

3 No Development shall take place until a scheme for management of 
surface water during the construction phase has been submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  When approved the 
scheme shall be implemented in full,

Reaso
n

To protect the water environment in accordance with CMWLP policy 
DC20.

Contaminated Land

4 If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to 



 

be present at the site then no further development (unless otherwise 
agreed in writing with the local planning authority) shall be carried out 
until a remediation strategy detailing how this contamination will be dealt 
with has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local 
planning authority. The remediation strategy shall be implemented as 
approved.

Reaso
n

To ensure that the development does not contribute to, and is not put at 
unacceptable risk from or adversely affected by, unacceptable levels of 
water pollution from previously unidentified contamination sources at the 
development site. This is in line with paragraph 170 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework.

Exterior lighting 

5 Prior to the deployment of any additional exterior lighting a scheme 
showing the location and specification of lighting shall be submitted to 
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  The scheme 
shall consider and set out: Where the light shines; when the light shines; 
how much the light shines and potential ecological impacts.  When 
approved the scheme shall be implemented in full.  

Reaso
n

To safeguard the amenity of local residents and wildlife by ensuring that 
the external lighting is minimised and so does not constitute a nuisance 
outside the boundaries of the site

Landscaping Scheme

6 Prior to the Waste reception Hall building being brought into use a soft 
landscaping scheme shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority 
for approval in writing.  When approved the scheme shall be 
implemented in full and maintained for a minimum of 5 years,

Reaso
n

To have regard to enhancement of biodiversity through the Local 
Planning Authority's compliance with the National Planning Policy 
Framework and the NERC biodiversity duty as reflected in
the Local Plan.

Hours of Operation

7 No operations, including the loading or unloading or other movement of 
materials or operation of plant or machinery outside Unit B building shall 
take place on site outside the hours:

07.00 to 06.00 hours Mondays to Fridays 
07.00 to 15.00 hours on Saturdays 

There shall be no operations on Sundays and on Bank or Public 
holidays.

However this condition shall not operate so as to prevent the carrying 



 

out, outside these hours, of essential maintenance to plant and 
machinery used on site.

Reaso
n

To ensure the development is carried out to an approved appropriate 
standard and to avoid confusion as to what comprises the approved 
scheme

Transport

8 All vehicles under the site operators control that are fitted with reversing 
alarms shall only use a white noise type.

Reaso
n

To safeguard the amenity of local residents by ensuring that the noise 
generated in their operation is minimised and so does not constitute a 
nuisance outside the boundaries of the site.

9 All plant, machinery and vehicles used on site shall be effectively 
silenced at all times in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 

Reaso
n

To safeguard the amenity of local residents by ensuring that the noise 
generated in their operation is minimised and so does not constitute a 
nuisance outside the boundaries of the site.

10 All vehicles used to transport materials from the site onto the public 
highway shall be sheeted or otherwise covered. 

Reaso
n

In the interest of local amenity and highway safety and to prevent release 
of litter on to neighbouring properties
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Appendix 2 - PLAN OF SITE LOCATION/EXTENT


